
GRADE 10 ENGLISH WORK PACK WEEK 12 (15-19 June) 

Dear Grade 10s 
 

 Below is your work for this week for English. 

 For the weeks after this week until your return to school I will not be 

giving you any more work, so that you can complete everything that you 

should have done up to now. 

 Please make sure you have your Writing task to hand in on the day you 

return if you have not already sent it to me. 

 Make sure you have marked the practice exams form the memos I 

emailed. 

 Also please bring marks for everything you have marked yourself during 

lockdown. 

 I’m looking forward to seeing you back at school! 
 

 

DATE WORK 

Monday 15/6 The Mark: Mark Chapter 9 and 10 questions (see below)  
Tuesday 16/6 The Mark: Read Chapter 11 

Wednesday 17/6 The Mark: Read Chapter 12 
Thursday 18/6 The Mark: Read Chapter 13 

Friday 19/6 Prepared reading: on your return you will be reading half a page of 
The Mark to me.  Please choose a page and practice it.  Pay attention 
to pronunciation of words, pace and which words to stress. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Mark  

Chapter 9 MEMO 

1. What is Nelson’s trade?                        (1) 

 He is a scavvie 

2. Why does Kitty smell of bug juice every morning even though she does not drink? (1)                          

 Because the posh spill/mess it on her (NOT because she drinks it, like Ettie 

used to believe) 

3. Explain the fires that occur in Section PT.         (3) 

 In the “burning months” (hot dry season where things burn easily) 

 Certain parts of the city, like Section PT “catch alight” (but are actually set fire 

to purposefully) 

 This is done by Mangerians to get rid of people who are deemed “useless”, so 

that they might spend less money on welfare  

4. What “arrangement” do the orphan-warden and the official from the Mangerian  

    Welfare Department have?          (2) 

 The official does not check her files / tell on her for mismanagement 

 And in return is allowed to keep some of the credits that were meant to be 

used on the orphans for himself 

5. What is Kitty’s actual name?          (1) 

 Katherine 

6. What happened to Kitty’s parents and why?       (2) 

 They were sentenced to death for attempting to break out of Savage City 

 They had been arrested for treason (for protesting about the festival of fate 

mates) and Kitty had been taken from them. 

7. What does Ettie find out about who she is and how is this different from what she  

     has been told?            (2) 

 She realizes that she had been an unwanted child, dumped at Section O by 

her parents 

 She had been told and had believed that she had ended up in the Section O 

because of her parents being sent to Savage City 

8. Is Ettie proud of her achievement at graduation? Substantiate to explain.              (2) 

    No 

 She came first in her class and calls herself “the drudgiest of the drudges” 

 As being a drudge is not something positive/admirable, she is being 

ironic/bitter 

9. What does Ettie discover in the Tree Museum?      (1) 

 One of her trees had survived 

10. For what reason does Ettie think Mistress Hadeda is attacking her?  (1) 

 She thinks Mistress Hadeda is worried about her chicks and thinks Ettie will 

tell witch where they are (so she can blind them) 

                       /16/ 

 



The Mark 

Chapter 10 MEMO 

1. What are Kitty and Handler Xavier arguing about in the beginning of the chapter? (1)     

 Kitty does not want to set Ettie up to be caught with her (wants to protect 

her), whereas Xavier does. 

2. What is the actual plan behind the “game” being played this last time?              (3) 

 That Ettie and Kitty get caught together 

 That they get sent to savage city 

 That they get used for medical experiments in the laboratory so they can find 

out how the numbers on their spines get removed 

3. How does Kitty try to sabotage Xavier’s plan?                    (1) 

 She gives Ettie the wrong room number at the Posh resort so she won’t get 

caught with Kitty for stealing 

4. Who ultimately stops Ettie being caught and how?                          (3) 

 Nicholas 

 He first lies about Ettie and Kitty being his cousins 

 Then he pushes Ettie into safety behind a door so she can run away and 

refuses to let her in to get caught 

5. What do we learn about Nicholas in this chapter?     (1) 

 He loves Ettie enough to take risks for her and lie for her (and wait for her at 

the Tree Museum every Sunday) 

6. What do we learn about Kitty in this chapter?      (2) 

 She is not all she seems (a very good actress) 

 She is not really shallow and is brave and caring 

7. Where does Ettie run to for safety?        (1) 

 To Reader’s place 

8. Why does Ettie mention the mark on her spine on pg. 147?    (2) 

 Because she is angry that Kitty will have her mark removed while she will not 

9. Why does Ettie tear all of the pages out of her books on pg. 147?                           (3) 

 To express her feeling of utter loss, desolation and hopelessness 

 She has reached the point where she feels everything has been in vain 

 Kitty and Reader have both been taken and she was not able to save either of 

them 

                       /17/ 

 
 


